Abstract. In an object recognition task where an image is represented as a constellation of image patches, often many patches correspond to the cluttered background. If such patches are used for object class recognition, they will adversely affect the recognition rate. In this paper, we present a statistical method for selecting the image patches which characterize the target object class and are capable of discriminating between the positive images containing the target objects and the complementary negative images. This statistical method select those images patches from the positive images which, when used individually, have the power of discriminating between the positive and negative images in the evaluation data. Another contribution of this paper is the part-based probabilistic method for object recognition. This Bayesian approach uses a common reference frame instead of reference patch to avoid the possible occlusion problem. We also explore different feature representation using PCA an 2D PCA. The experiment demonstrates our approach has outperformed most of the other known methods on a popular benchmark data set while approaching the best known results.
Introduction
Object detection and class recognition is a classical fundamental problem in computer vision which has witnessed much research. This problem has two critical components: the representation of the images (image features) and recognizing the object class using this representation which requires learning models of objects that relate the object geometry to image representation. Both the representation problem, which attempts to extract features which capture the essence of the object, and the following classification problem are active areas of research and have been widely studied from various perspectives. The methods for recognition stage can be broadly divided into three categories: the 3D model-based methods, the appearance template search-based methods, and the part-based methods. 3D model-based methods ( [20] ) are successful when we can describe accurate geometric models for the object. Appearance based matching approaches are based on searching the image at different locations and different scales for best match for object 'template" where the object template can be learned from training data and act as a local classifier [18, 15] . Such approaches are highly successful in modeling objects with wide within-class appearance variations such as in face detection [18, 15] but they are limited when the within-class geometric variations are large, such as detecting a motorbike.
In contrast, object recognition based on dense local "invariant" image features have shown a lot of success recently [8, 11, 14, 19, 1, 3, 6, 16, 7] for objects with large withinclass variability in shape and appearance. In such approaches objects are modeled as a collection of parts or local features and the recognition is based on inferring object class based on similarity in parts' appearance and their spatial arrangement. Typically, such approaches find interest points using some operator such as [9] and then extract local image descriptors around such interest points. Several local image descriptors have been suggested and evaluated, such as Lowe's scale invariant features (SIFT) feature [11] , entropy-based scale invariant features [9, 6] and other local features which exhibit affine invariance such as [2, 17, 13] . Other approaches that model objects using local features include graph-based approaches such as [5] . In this paper, we adopt a part-based method with a common reference frame. We also experiment with both PCA and 2D PCA [21] for image patch representation.
An important subtask in object recognition lies at the interface between feature extraction and their use for recognition. It involves deciding which extracted features are most suitable for improving recognition rate [19] , because the initial set of features is large, and often features are redundant or correspond to clutter in the image. Finding such actual object features reduces the dimensionality of the problem and is essential to learn a representative object model to enhance the recognition performance. Weber et al. [19] suggested the use of clustering to find common object parts and to reject background clutter from the positive training data. In such approach large clusters are retained as they are likely to contain parts coming from the object. Similar approach has been used in [10] . However, there is no guarantee that large cluster will just contain only object parts. Since the success of recognition is based on using many local features, such local features (parts) typically correspond to low level feature rather than actual high level object parts. In this paper we introduce a statistical approach to select discriminative object parts out of a pool of parts extracted from the training images.
Contributions:
The contribution of this paper is threefold. Firstly, we introduce a probabilistic Bayesian approach for recognition where object model does not need a reference part [6] . Instead object parts are related to a common reference frame. Secondly, we propose a novel approach for unsupervised selection of discriminative parts that finds features that best discriminate the positive and negative examples. Finally, we investigate PCA and 2D PCA for image patch representation in our experiment and did a comparison.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes our part-based probabilistic model, the recognition method and 2D PCA representation for image patch. Section3 explains our statistical method for image patch selection. section 4 presents the results of applying the proposed methods on a benchmark dataset. Section 5 is the conclusion.
We model an object class as a constellation of image patches from the object, which is similar in spirit to [19] , but we also model their relative locations to a common reference frame. In doing this, we avoid the problem of not detecting the landmark patch. We assume objects from the same class should always have the same set of image patches detected and these image patches are similar both in their appearance and their relative location to the reference frame. The recognition of an object in an image will be a high probability event of detecting similar image patches sharing a common reference frame. In our work, we use the centroid as the reference frame and use the image patches simultaneously to build a probabilistic model for the object class and the centroid.
Model structure
The model structure is best explained by first considering recognition. Using m observed image patches v k , (k = 1, . . . , m), from an image V , the problem of estimating the probability P (O, C|V ) of object class O and its centroid C given V can be formulated as (assuming independence between the patches and using Bayes' rule):
We wish to approximate the probability P (v k |O, C) as a mixture of Gaussian model using the observed patches from the training data. We simplify this by clustering all the patches selected from the training data into n clusters, A i , i = 1, . . . , n according to their appearance and spatial information, which is the 2D offset to the centroid C. We can decompose P (v k |O, C) as
Substituting (2) in (1), we get
While performing recognition, P (v k ) can be ignored. Assuming that P (C) and P (O) are independent, we have
learning
The task of learning is to estimate each term in (4) from the training data. We concatenate the image patches' appearance and spatial vectors as features in the image patches clustering process. Since the resulting clusters contain similar features, we can assume image patches from one cluster will follow normal distribution in both appearance and spatial subspaces. By calculating the sample mean and sample covariance matrix of the subspaces of these clusters, we can approximate the probability of v k and C for each cluster A i , i = 1, . . . , n. We use µ 
The rest of the terms in (4), can be approximated using the statistics from each of the cluster A i , i = 1, . . . , n. If the Cluster A i has n i points of which n ij belong to Class O j , we can estimate the following:
Recognition
Recognition proceeds by first detecting and selecting image patches, and then evaluating the probability of the event of detecting object features sharing a common reference frame, as described in section 2.1. By calculating the probability and comparing it to a threshold, the presence or the absence of the object in the image may be determined. Equation 4 can be interpreted as a probabilistic voting where each patch gives a weighted vote for the object class and centroid given its similarity to each of the clusters. This formulation extends to handle scale variations by considering each pair of patches instead of each individual patch.
Image feature representation
The image patch feature concatenated from appearance and spatial information could be a high dimension vector. Usually PCA is applied to reduce the dimension while retaining much of the information. Recently Yang [21] has proposed 2D PCA for image representation. This method can easily evaluate the covariance matrix accurately to calculate the eigen vectors and also take less time. In this paper, we have experimented with both approaches and did a comparison.
Statistical image patch selection
In an object recognition task where an image is represented as a constellation of image patches, often many patches correspond to the cluttered background. If such patches are used to build the model for object class recognition, they will adversely affect the recognition rate. In this section, we proposed a statistical method for selecting those images patches from the positive images which, when used individually, have the power of discriminating between the positive and negative images in the evaluation data.
We formulate the image patch selection problem in a statistical framework by selecting those images patches from the positive images which consistently appear in multiple instances of the positive images but only rarely appear in the negative images (barring some hypothetical and pathological cases). Intuitively, if an individual image patch from a positive image performs well in recognizing the images of the target object, a combination of a number of such image patches is likely to enhance the overall performance. This is because the individual classifiers, although weak, can synergistically guide the combined classifier in producing statistically better results.
Our approach is different from the Boosting method [16] . Boosting is originally a way of combining classifiers and its use as feature selection is an overkill. In contrast, our statistical method does not boost the previous stage but filters out the overrepresented and undesirable clusters of patches corresponding to background. In spirit, our approach is similar to [4] . We formalize this intuitive statistical idea in the following straightforward yet effective method for selecting the characteristic image patches.
We select an image patch v ∈ V + from the positive images V + in the training data if it is able to discriminate between the positive and negative images in the evaluation data, V e = {V 
Er(V, v, t)
Clearly, the performance depends on the parameter t, so we find an optimal circular region of radius t v around v which minimizes the error rate of the classifier on the evaluation data. Finally, only those image patches from the positive images are selected which have recognition rate above a threshold, θ. A description of this algorithm, in the form of a pseudocode, is given in Algorithm 3.1. This algorithm takes the positive image patches V + , patches from the evaluation data V e , and the threshold θ as input and outputs H ⊆ V + , the subset of selected image patches.
Algorithm 3.1: SELECT PATCHES, H(V
+ , V e , θ) H ← ∅; for each v ∈ V + do                        for each V ∈ V e do D(V, v) = min ν∈V d(ν, v); t v ← arg min t∈R + V∈V e Er(V, v, t) err ← 1 |V e | V∈V e Er(V, v, t v ) if (err < θ) then H ← H ∪ {v}
Experiment

Data Set
The experiment was carried out using Caltech database 2 . This database contains four classes of objects: motorbikes, airplanes, faces, car rear end which have to be distinguished from image in the background data set, also available in the database. Each object class is represented by 450 different instances of the target object, which were randomly and evenly split into training and testing images. Of the 225 positive images set aside for selecting the characteristic image patches, 175 were used as the training images and the remaining 50 were spared to be used as evaluation data. In addition, the evaluation data also consisted of 50 negative images from the background.
Image patch detection and the intensity representation
We use region based detector [9] for detecting informative image patches. We perform normalization for intensity and rescaled the image patches to 11×11 pixels, thus representing them as a 121 dimension intensity vectors. Then we tried with both PCA and 2D PCA on these vectors to get a more compact 18 dimension intensity representation.
Experimental Setting
We extracted 100 image patches for each of the 175 training images, and 100 evaluation images. Following this, we applied the statistical image patch selection selection method for removing the image patches from the background. In this process, we built simple classifier from each image patch in the training images and selected the one which led to a classifier with classification error rate less than 24%, an empirically calculated value. Figure 1 shows results from the image patches selection, which removes a significant number of patches corresponding to background. After the image patch selection process, we computed the centroid for each object in the image. We used 2-D offset between the image patch and the object centroid as the spatial feature for the image patch and concatenated it with the intensity feature vector as the feature representation for each image patch. We then used k-means algorithm for clustering them into 70 clusters (this number was empirically chosen) and calculated the mean and covariance for them.
Experimental Results
In the testing phase, we used Kadir & Brady's [9] feature detector for extracting the image patches. Then we calculated the probability of the centroid of a possible object in the image as an indicator of its presence. Figure 2 shows the computationally estimated frame for the object along with the image patches which contributed towards estimating this frame. Observe that the estimated frame was mainly voted by the image patches located on the object. It also shows some examples of misclassification. There are two major reasons for such misclassification. The first is the presence of multiple target objects in the image, as shown in the airplane example. In this scenario, there is no centroid which gets a strong probability estimation from the matched parts. The second is poor illumination conditions which seriously limits the number of initial image patches extracted from the object, as illustrated by the face example.
We compared our result to the state of the art results from [6] and [12] . Table 1 summarizes the recognition accuracy at the equal ROC points (point at which the true positive rate equals one minus the false positive rate) of our different approach: no part selection with PCA, part selection with PCA, part selection with 2D PCA and results from other recent methods. This shows that the result from 2D PCA representation is similar that from PCA and our approach are comparable to other recent methods reporting equal ROC performance using this data set. 
Conclusion
We have presented a statistical method for selecting informative image patches for patch-based object detection and class recognition. The experiments show our approach surpasses the performance of many existing methods. Although this method has been demonstrated in the context of image patch selection, it is a general method suitable for selecting a subset of features in other applications. A natural extension of this method is by integrating the auxiliary information regarding spatial arrangement between image patches; one way for doing this currently under investigation. In future, we intend to further develop and disseminate this framework as a general method for selecting features by automatically determining various hyper-parameter, which are currently empirically calculated. Fig. 2 . This figure demonstrates the estimation of object frame in some typical testing image using statistical part selection. The estimated centroid is indicated by a rectangle. All the image patches contributed to this estimation are indicated by yellow circles. The bottom row of the images are some misclassification examples.
